PHP: Our Corporation and Divisions

PHP is comprised of three marketable divisions (Benefits, ProClaim, Foundation) under the PHP umbrella targeting a single strategy of improving the health of the communities we serve through caring and collaboration.

PHP: Primary Brand Colors

Please use PHP official colors and tints in graphics.

PMS OFFICIAL PURPLE: PMS 669; R-66, G-46, B-93; HEX-422e5d, LAB-23, 18, -25
PMS OFFICIAL GREEN: PMS 368; R-103, G-189, B-70; HEX-66bc29, LAB-69, -45, 60

For Information and Additional Assets:

Please contact PHP Marketing Communications:

Michelle Kearns: 260-432-6690, ext. 463; mkearns@phpni.com
Lea Ann Powers: 260-432-6690, ext. 554; lpowers@phpni.com